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flexible, scalable & functional

Created to coordinate with every JSI casegood offering, from traditional to contemporary with any finish and edge profile, Auvy is the productive choice for modern conferencing.
Auvy provides state-of-the-art meeting and presentation options for any size conference room.

AT LEFT  AY60120CAV Audio/Visual Top with Gala (J) edge and 80" Power & Data Trough with Lighting Kit  (Madison Executive Swivel Seating and Gala Custom Storage Units)

auvy

AY4296CRT Racetrack Top with Finale (B) edge

AY4296CBT Boatshape Top with Swirve (P) edge, Metal Base Trim (black) and 48" Power & Data Trough with Lighting Kit

AY4296CTT Rectangle Top with Gala (J) edge, Metal Base Trim (silver) and 48" Power & Data Trough with Lighting Kit



coordinated offerings & clean installations

Choose from any JSI edge offering to coordinate with media or storage walls, then further enhance by adding metal base trim to match your pull finish selection.
Auvy provides maximum structural support with a lengthwise support beam that allows bases to be positioned over power and data connection points for clean installations.
ABOVE  AY48144CBT Boatshape Top with Broadway+ (N) edge and (2) 48" Power & Data Troughs with Lighting Kits  (Newton Executive High Back Seating and Broadway+ Storage/Media Unit)
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no trough2 troughs (48" length, each)1 trough (80" length)

natural maple

wood finishes 

color finishes 

caramel maple mystic mahogany windsor mahogany traditional walnut royal walnut davenport walnut

mystic mahogany

vintage walnut

natural cherry legacy cherry autumn cherry

backdropgreek villa cargo pants golden fleece software 

classic cherry ember cherry brighton cherry vintage cherry

edge profilespower & data trough

brogan & charleston (I)

gala (J)

broadway+ (G)

broadway+ (L)

finale & shuffle (C)

vision (C3)

broadway+ (M)

shuffle (R)

finale (B) vision (R3)
finale (R4)
broadway+ (R5)

finale & shuffle (F)

finale & shuffle (H)

vision (H3)

broadway+ (N)

shuffle (O)

swirve (P)

shuffle (Q)

shuffle (T)

base trim metal 

silver

nickel

black

trough metal 

silver

nickel

black

duratex low-emission finish

To reduce hazardous emissions, we use a proprietary, specially designed top coat that offers exceptional hardness, abrasion and impact resistance while

reducing hazardous or harmful gases.  DuraTex significantly reduces hazardous emissions which helps to improve the quality of the indoor air we breathe.

how to specify

Choose from maple, cherry or walnut veneer tops in rectangle, racetrack, AV or boat shapes from a variety of sizes.  Then select an edge to match any JSI

casegood series or select the style that best fits your specification needs.  Options include power & data trough, a lighting kit and metal base accents.  

metal finishes 

nickel blacksilver

www.jsifurniture.com

Each piece of wood is unique, characterized with differences in color, grain configuration and texture.  

These characteristics are not considered defects and are easily detected with natural and light finishes.

Repositional Bases Auvy bases may be repositioned along a beam that runs lengthwise beneath the table top in order to place them above electrical, data or
audio-visual connections.  Power & Data Auvy offers a sleek power & data trough that can be specified for easy access from any position at the table.  48"
troughs have 2 power & data sections with a fixed white back painted section while the 80" trough has 3 power & data sections and 2 fixed white back
painted sections.  Troughs utilize standard 3-prong single circuit receptacles or can be hardwired.  Light The optional LED lighting kit creates back lighting
in the glass sections for worksurface visibility during presentations.  Base Trim Optional metal accent rails for exterior bases can be specified in 3 finishes;
silver, nickel or black.  Accent rail finish matches power & data trough when specified together.  Edges Choose from any standard JSI edge to coordinate with
any casegood offering.  Wood All wood finishes incorporate our proprietary low-emission finish; DuraTex.  Paint colors may be applied to any vertical surface
and are from the Sherwin-Williams® color wheel.  Also, JSI offers special finishes and custom finish matching (contact JSI Customer Service for details).  

Sustainability Learn how Auvy can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.
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225 Clay Street • P.O. Box 231

Jasper,  Indiana 47547

812.482.3204 O

812.482.1548 F

js ifurniture.com

800.457.4511

J.MPS.AY.1211.7500

TM

broadway+

audio/video
30"H  36-60"W  120"L

seats 7

boatshape
30"H  42-54"W  96-264"L

seats from 8 to 22

rectangle
30"H  42-54"W  96-264"L

seats from 8 to 22

racetrack
30"H  42-54"W  96-264"L

seats from 8 to 22
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